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Abstract. Sufficient conditions are given for a nonlinear system of differ-

ential equations with deviating arguments to have solutions which approach

finite limits as t —> oo. No specific assumptions other than continuity are

imposed on the deviating arguments. The nonlinearities may be superlinear,

sublinear, or singular in form, or a mixture of these. Some of the results are

global.

We consider the system of functional differential equations with deviating argu-

ments

(!) x'i(t) = fi(t,xi(gu (t)),. ..,xn(gin(t))),        1 < i < n,

where /¿ : [a, oo) x R" —» R and gij : [a, oo) —► R, 1 < i,j < n, are continuous. An

important special case of (1) is

71

(2) x't(t) = X>¿¿(í)MM0)PÍJ'sgnfoíffyít))],        l<i<n,
3 = 1

where a¿j : [a, oo) —+ R are continuous and 7^ are nonzero real constants, 1 < i,j <

n. For notational convenience, we abbreviate (1) as

x'i(t) = fl(t;X),        l<i<n,

or, in terms of vector notation, as

X'(t) = F(t;X).

There has been considerable recent interest in the study of the oscillatory behavior

of solutions of differential systems of the form (1); see, e.g. [1-7]. To the best

of the authors' knowledge, however, a systematic existence theory for solutions of

(1) has not yet been fully developed. Our purpose here is to provide conditions

guaranteeing the existence of solutions of (1) which are asymptotically constant at

infinity.

We make no assumptions (other than continuity) on the deviating arguments

{gij(t)}. For convenience in the case where some or all of these may be retarded

for some values of t (perhaps even liminft_(00 gij(t) = —00 for some i,j), we make

the following definition.
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DEFINITION 1. If -oo < to < oo, then ^n(to) is the space of continuous n-vector

functions X = (xi,... ,xn) on (-00,00) which are constant on (—00,in], with the

topology induced by the following definition of convergence:

Xj —► X   as j —* 00

if

= 0lim
J->oo

sup     \\Xj(t) - X(t)\\
-oo<t<T

for every T in (—00,00). (Here || • || is any convenient vector norm.) Thus, 8^ (in)

is a Fréchet space.

In what follows we suppose that there exist continuous functions /* : [a, 00) x

R™ —> R+, I•<■*' < », such that

(3) |/<(*,6,...,Ç«)| £/?(*, 161,...,|Çn|),        l<¿<n,
for all (*,&,..., £n) € [a, 00) x Rn.

THEOREM l. Suppose that f*(t, ui,..., un), 1 < i < n, in (3) are nondecreas-

ing in each Uj, 1 < j < n, and that there are positive constants pi,... ,pn,0 and

to > a such that
/•oo a

(4) J     f:(t,pi,...,Pn)dt<^-^Pi,        l<i<n.

Let Ci,..., cn be constants such that

(5) M < j^,        1 < i < n.

Then there exists a function X in %>n(to) sucn that

a

(6) l*»(*) - ctl ^ -<-zP¿, _0° < t < 00, 1 < i < n,
1 + o

(7) X'(t)=F(t;X),        t>t0,

and

(8) lim îi(t) = Ci,        1 < i < n.
t—^oo

PROOF. Let S be the closed convex subset of 8„(io) consisting of functions X

such that

Q
(9) |x¿(í) - c¿| < Pi,        -00 < t < 00, 1 < i < n.

l + o

Note that (5) and (9) imply the inequalities

(10) \xi(t)\<pi,        -00 < t < 00, 1 < i< n.

For XeS, define Y = TX by

{°i- ¡r fi(s;X)ds,    t>t0,
l<i<n.

Ci-f™fi(s;X)ds,    t<t0,

Because of (4) and (10), S*~(S) C S. Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem

implies that if {Yj} is a sequence in S and K- —► Y as j -* 00, then {S^Yj}
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converges to STY uniformly on (—00,00), which is more than sufficient to show

that S7~ is continuous. Differentiating (11) shows that

( U, tS'ni

"-0   !

— ¿0 '

with appropriate one-sided interpretations at in- Now the Arzela theorem implies

that Sf(S) has compact closure. Hence, S?~ satisfies the hypotheses of the Schauder-

Tychonoff fixed point theorem on S, and so there exists an X in S such that

X = S^X. It is easy to see that X satisfies (6), (7) and (8). This completes the

proof.

The following theorem is "local" near infinity.

THEOREM 2.   Suppose that f*(t,ui,... ,un), 1 < i < n, in (3) are nondecreas-

ing in each Uj, 1 < j < n, and that

/•OO

(12) /     f*(t,p,...,
Ja

p) dt < 00

for every p > 0.  Let a,. ■ ■ ,cn be given constants and e > 0.   Then there exists a

function X in Wn(to) such that

\xi(t) — ci\ < £,        -co < t < 00, 1 < i < n,

and (7) and (8) hold, providing that to is sufficiently large.

PROOF. Choose p > 0 such that

¡Ci\ < p — e,        1 < t < n,

and £0 so that
/«OO

f*(t,p,...,p)dt<e,        l<i<n.fJtn'to

Then apply Theorem 1 with pi = ■ ■ ■ = pn — p and 6 = e/(p — e).

DEFINITION 2. Suppose that the functions f*(t,ui,... ,un) in (3) are all non-

decreasing in ui,...,un and the functions u_1f*(t,u,... ,u) are monotonie in u for

each t > a. Then we say that (1) is purely superlinear if

(13) lim  u~~lf*(t,u,... ,u) — 0,        t > a, 1 < » < n,
u—tO+

or purely sublinear if

(14) lim u'1f*(t,u,...,u)=0,        t>a,l<i<n.
u—>oo

According to this defintion, (2) is purely superlinear if 7¿j > 1 for 1 < i, j < n,

or purely sublinear if 0 < m < 1 for 1 < i,j < n.

We now consider global existence theorems which guarantee the existence of

solutions of (1) on a given interval [in, 00).

THEOREM 3. Suppose that (1) is purely superlinear and that (12) holds for some

p > 0. Let to > a and 6 > 0 be given. Then there is a number po > 0 such that if

(15) |ci|-ÍT¿' 1^í^'ft'
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then there is a function X in Wn(to) which satisfies (7), (8), and the inequalities
Û

\xi(t) - Ci\ < —-¿po,        -oo < t < oo, 1 < t < n.
1 + V

PROOF. From (13) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, there is

a sufficiently small constant po > 0 such that
/•OO A

(16) J    f*(t,p0,...,Po)dt<—p0.

Now apply Theorem 1 with pi = ■ • ■ = pn = po to obtain the stated conclusion.

THEOREM 4. Let (1) be purely sublinear and suppose that (12) holds for some

p > 0. Suppose that to > a and ci,..., cn are arbitrary constants. Then there is a

function X in Wn(to) which satisfies (7) and (8).

PROOF. Let 9 > 0 be arbitrary. Then choose po > 0 so large that (15) and

(16) both hold. (We can satisfy (16) with large po because of (14).) Now apply

Theorem 1 with pi = • • • = pn = po-

DEFINITION 3. Suppose that in (1) the functions /,•: [a,oo) x [R\{0}]" —► R,

1 < i < n, are continuous. Then the system (1) is said to be purely singular if there

exist continuous functions f*(t,ui,... ,un), 1 < i < n, on [a,co) x (0,oo)n which

are nonincreasing in each u3, 1 < j < n, and satisfy (3) for all (t, £i,... ,£n) €

[a,oo)x[R\{0}]".

The system (2) is purely singular if 7^ < 0 for all 1 < i, j < n.

THEOREM 5.   Suppose that (1) is purely singular and that

IJa

f * (t, Pi,---,pn) dt < 00,        l<i<n,

for some positive numbers pi,..., pn ■ Let to > a be given. Then there is a number

6 in (0,1) with the following property: ifci,...,cn are any constants such that

(17) \ct\>j^,        l<i<n,

then there exists a function X in Wn(to) which satisfies (7), (8) and the inequalities
a

\xi(t) - Ci\ < -—-pi,        -co < t < 00, 1 < i < n.
1 - tf

PROOF. In this case let 5 be the set of functions X in %i(to) such that
a

(18) \xi{t) - Cj| < -—nPi, ~°° <t<oo,  1 < i < n.
1 — a

It is easy to show that (17) and (18) imply the inequalities

(19) \xi{t)\ > Pi,        -co < t < 00,     1 <i <n.

Let S*~ be as in the proof of Theorem 1 (cf. (11)). Because of (19) and the pure

singularity of (1), it is straightforward to verify that if S is as in (18), then ¿f~(S) C

^ if „„

/OO ß

f*(t,pi,...,pn)dt<Y—jjPi,        l<i<n.

These inequalities can be forced to hold by choosing 6 sufficiently close to 1. The

rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 1.

When specialized to the system (2), the above theorems yield the following re-

sults.
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Corollary l. Suppose that
/•OO

(20) /     \ai:j(t)\dt < oo, 1 < i,j < n.
Ja

(i) Ifiij > 0, 1 < i,j < n, then there exists a solution X of (2) which is defined

in some neighborhood of oo and satisfies (8) for any given constants ci,... ,c„.

(ii) 7/0 < 7¿j; < 1, 1 < i,j < n, then there exists a solution X of (2) which is de-

fined on a given interval [to, oo) and satisfies (8) for any given constants C\,... ,cn.

(iii) If 7,j > 1, 1 < i,j < n, then there exists a solution X of (2) which is

defined on a given interval [to, oo) and satisfies (8), provided that |ci|,..., |c„| are

sufficiently small.

(iv) If iij < 0, 1 < i,j < n, then there exists a solution X of (2) which is

defined on a given interval [to, oo) and satisfies (8), provided that |cj|,..., |cn| are

sufficiently large.

It is also possible to obtain some results if (1) is singular with respect to some

variables and nonsingular with respect to others. We illustrate this for the system

(2).

THEOREM 6. Suppose that A and B are nonempty subsets of {1,2,... ,n} such

that A n B = 0 and A U B = {1,2,..., n}. Let

(21) m >0,        l<i<n, if je A

(i.e., (2) is nonsingular with respect to x¿ for i e A) and

(22) 7¿J <0,        1 <i<n, ifjeB

(i.e., (2) is singular with respect to x¿ for i e B). Suppose that (20) holds and that

there are constants pi (i € A) and to > a such that

/oo
\aij(t)\dt<pl,        ieA.

3t/. o

Let Ci,...,cn be given constants. Then there exists a function X in ^«(io) which

satisfies (7) and (8), provided that |c¿| is sufficiently small for i in A, or sufficiently

large for i in B.

PROOF. Choose positive constants r¡ (j € B) and a sufficiently large so that

/•OO rOO

(24) YpT \aij(t)\dt+Yr]" [alJ(t)[dt<T—-Pi,        ieA.
3€A       Jt°                      jeB       J*o l + a

(This is possible because of (22) and (23).) Now pick ß in (0,1) so that

/•oo /-oo a

(25) YpT M*)|d*+X>7'/     \ai0(t)\dt < j^-ñn,        ieB.
j€A Jt° j€B /*0 l       P

Let

(26) M<7T->        *'€A,
l + a

and
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Let S be the subset of Wn(to) such that

ct
(28) \xi(t) - CÁ <-pi,        -oo < t < oo, ieA,

l + a

and

(29) \xi(t) -Ci\< ri,        -oo < t < oo, ie B.

Define the mapping ET : S —► ^i(ín) by (11) with

n

fi(t; X) = Y aij{t)[xj(gij(t))[^ sgnfrjignit))],        l<i<n.
3 = 1

Since (26) and (28) imply that

\xi(t)\ < Pi,        —co < t < co, ieA,

while (27) and (29) imply that

\xi(t)\ > fi,        -co < t < co, i e B,

(21), (22), (24) and (25) imply that S^(S) C S. The rest of the proof is like that
of Theorem 1.

If the nonsingular part of (2) is purely sublinear or purely superlinear, then it is

always possible to satisfy (23) with any í0 > o by choosing pi (i e A) appropriately.

This implies the following global result.

COROLLARY 2. Let A and B be a partition of {1,2,...,n}, as in Theorem 6,

and suppose that (20) and (22) hold. Let to be given, to > a.

(i) Suppose that 0 < 7« < 1, 1 < i < n, if j e A. Let Ci (i € A) be arbitrary.

Then there is a function X in Wn(to) which satisfies (7) and (8), provided that |c¿|

(i e B) are sufficiently large.

(ii) Suppose that 7^ > 1, 1 < 1' < n, if j e A. Then there is a function X in

fén(to) which satisfies (7) and (8), provided that |c¿| (i e A) are sufficiently small

and \ci\ (i e B) are sufficiently large.
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